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1...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT  PERSHING AND ROSEMARIE  080110
Officer flagged down at Pershing and Rosemarie to report a vehicle occupied by four subjects with a gun possibly inside. SPD responded and took one in custody for resisting arrest.

2...SUSPICIOUS PERSON  PERSHING AVE  080110
Officer flagged down on a report of a suspicious person under the Calaveras Bridge. Officer checked the area with negative findings.

3...VANDALISM  OFF CAMPUS  080110
Victim reported her rear window smashed on her vehicle while parked in the Northbank Apt. Officer responded and initiated a report.

4...WELFARE CHECK  GRACE COVELL  080110
Officer responded to a report of a female last scene approximately 3 hours earlier. Female was found in her room.

5...VEHICLE ACCIDENT  PACIFIC AVE  080210
Officer responded to a report of a vehicle accident without injuries. Both parties exchanged information.

6...FIELD CHECKOUT  LOT 7  080310
Officers conducted a checkout on a vehicle with no plates in the lot.

7...CASUALTY  MORMON CHURCH LOT  080310
Officers responded to a report of a male subject who fell from his bike. Officers requested medics. Subject was not cooperating with officers.

8...AIDED STOCKTON PD  MANCHESTER AVE  080310
Officer assisted a female who came into DPS and reported her partner would not allow her to leave her residence. SPD notified and already on scene.
9...VEHICLE ACCIDENT  PACIFIC AVE  080310
Officer reported a vehicle accident with no injuries. Officer reported driver was advised of a suspended or revoked license and parties exchanged insurance information.

10...NARCOTICS  PHYSICAL PLANT  080310
Officer responded to a report of three pounds of marijuana. Officer booked the marijuana as evidence.

11...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT  WEBER HALL  080310
Officer responded to a report of two suspicious males in the building looking into office windows and being aggressive. Officer located the subjects who were interviewed.

12...VEHICLE ACCIDENT  PACIFIC AVE  080410
Officer responded to a report of a vehicle accident. Stockton police was advised and responded.

13...AIRED STOCKTON PD  MANCHESTER AVE  080510
SPD reported a robbery attempt in the 4300 block of Manchester. Officer advised of suspect vehicle information.

14...NOISE COMPLAINT  OFF CAMPUS  080510
Officer responded to a noise complaint of students being loud in the swimming pool at 3 A.M on Knoles. Officers made contact and reported the subjects are not Pacific studentS and warned of the complaint.

15...CASUALTY  MANCHESTER AVE  080510
Officers aided a female who fell out of her motorized cart. Subject declined medical attention and continued.

16...VANDALISM  MC CAFFREY CENTER  080510
Officer responded to a report of a vandalism that just occurred. Three subjects were arrested. One cited and released.

17...VEHICLE ACCIDENT  PACIFIC AVE  080510
Officer responded to a vehicle accident with no injuries. Officer assisted obtaining the information for both parties to exchange.

18...CASUALTY  LOT 6  080510
Officer responded to a report of an elderly female who fell and was refusing medical assistance. Officer requested medics. Subject was transported to a local hospital.

19...NOISE COMPLAINT  MENDOCINO AVE  080610
Officers responded to a report of a loud party call in the 1100 block. Residents warned of a noise complaint.

OFFICER RESPONSE NOTED: 20...UNIVERSITY REG MONAGAN HALL 080710

Officers responded to a report of an odor of marijuana coming from the room. Officer initiated a report.